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	"This book gives you straight-talking advice from a pro on how to build a successful career in photography," said PhotoSource International of the first edition of Photography Your Way. Now distinguished author Chuck DeLaney has updated this classic book to show how digital has increased the power of photography and broadened the options open to anyone who wants a career as a photographer. Rich with seasoned advice and practical tools for developing an individual style, this book is essential for emerging photographers.


	• Evaluates the business and art of photography to help readers shape styles and careers

	• Replaces ISBN: 1-58115-024-5

	• Sample assignments to build portfolios, tips for buying equipment, and extensive resource lists

	• Explains how digital is changing the nature of jobs and creating more opportunities
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Numerical Techniques for Chemical and Biological Engineers Using MATLAB®: A Simple Bifurcation ApproachSpringer, 2006

	This book has come about by chance.


	The first author, Said Elnashaie, and his wife, Shadia Elshishini, moved next door to
	the second author, Frank Uhlig, and his family in 2000. The two families became good
	neighbors and friends. Their chats covered the usual topics and occasionally included
	random teaching, departmental, and...
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Analog Design and Simulation using OrCAD Capture and PSpiceNewnes, 2011

	Anyone involved in circuit design that needs the practical know-how it takes to design a successful circuit or product, will find this practical guide to using Capture-PSpice (written by a former Cadence PSpice expert for Europe) an essential book. The text delivers step-by-step guidance on using Capture-PSpice to help professionals produce...
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Webmaster's Guide to the Wireless InternetSyngress Publishing, 2001
Webmaster’s Guide to the Wireless Internet is intended to give you, the Webmaster, the skills and knowledge that you will need to add wireless Internet capability to your existing Web site, to build new wireless applications, and to help you understand the issues, both global and domestic, that exist...
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Special Edition Using FileMaker 8Que, 2006
If you're looking for the inside scoop on the latest version of FileMaker, you've come to the right place. Authors Scott Love and Steve Lane are FileMaker experts who were involved in the development of FileMaker 8, and they bring that knowledge to you in ...
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Network Security: A Practical Guide (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2002
Network Security: a practical guide provides a comprehensive review of network security issues, with relevance to corporate networks, from
both an administrative and user perspective. It is particularly suited to IS executives, administrators and managers who wish to review their own network security procedures or for those...
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The Economics of Mobile TelecommunicationsCambridge University Press, 2005
This book distils years of work on the mobile telecommunications industry.
I became interested in this industry for professional reasons during the
mid-1990s, a period when the industry was making the jump from a
premium service industry for mostly professional users to a truly mass
market. In my capacity as an applied...
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